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INTRODUCTION 

 
This case concerns HUD=s allocation of block grants under the 

Native American Housing and Self-Determination Act (ANAHASDA@), 

25 U.S.C. ' 4101 et. seq. and the collection of overpayments to the Crow 

Tribal Housing Authority under the block grants.   

NAHASDA authorizes HUD to distribute housing assistance to all 

eligible Indian tribes through Indian Housing Block Grants (ABlock 

Grants@).  Congress mandated that the amounts granted be determined 

by a need-based formula for allocating lump-sum appropriations among 

all the tribes, and that the formula be specified by a negotiated 

rulemaking committee composed of representatives of HUD and 

geographically diverse small, medium, and large Indian tribes.  25 

U.S.C. '' 4151, 4152.  One part of the formula established by committee 

includes as one part of the formula a count of  the number of a tribe=s 

affordable housing units (Formula Current Assisted Stock, hereafter 

AFormula Stock@) that were developed under pre-NAHASDA programs 

under the pre-existing United States Housing Act, so long as the units 

continue to be operated as developed.  24 C.F.R. ' 1000.314, . 1000.318. 

Under two of these pre-NAHASDA programs, Mutual Help and 
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Turnkey III, homeownership units were developed to be conveyed to 

low-income Indian families under self-amortizing lease-purchase 

agreements with 15 to 25 year terms.  They expire from the formula 

when they are conveyed or, assuming compliance with the agreements, 

should have been conveyed.  24 C.F.R. ' 1000.318(a).  In other words 

these homes should not be counted in the formula after 25 years 

because they should have been conveyed to the home buyer.   

The facts are not in dispute here.  Applying this formula element, 

HUD determined that a number of homeownership units operated by 

the Crow Tribal Housing Authority had expired from the Formula Stock 

element because they were, or should have been, conveyed according to 

their lease-purchase agreements.  The Crow Tribal Housing Authority 

(hereafter AHousing Authority@) provided no reasons beyond its control 

for not conveying the units when proper operation would dictate 

conveyance by the end of their lease terms, 25 years, at the latest.  

These should, therefore, have been conveyed and should no longer have 

been counted in the Formula Current Assisted Stock (AFormula Stock@) 

portion of the formula for calculating the block grant.  These expired 

units had been mistakenly counted in HUD=s grant allocations in fiscal 
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years 1998 through 2005, so the Crow Tribal Housing Authority had 

received block grant funds to which it was not entitled by the allocation 

formula.  This overfunding to the Housing Authority necessarily meant 

that all other tribes had been underfunded in the allocations for those 

years.  To be fair to all tribes, in accordance with NAHASDA=s 

allocation formula, HUD demanded that the Housing Authority repay 

the overfunding so that HUD could reallocate it properly.   

The Housing Authority claims that homeownership units it 

retained in inventory contrary to their lease-purchase agreements must 

be included in the formula.  It further claims that although HUD has 

never alleged it, this underlying dispute about when homeownership 

units expire from the formula, involved noncompliance that was 

substantial.  Therefore, the Housing Authority was entitled to a hearing 

for substantial noncompliance before HUD recovered overpaid funds.   

There are thus two questions before the Court:  (1) whether 

NAHASDA=s block grant formula must allocate funds for lease-to-own 

homes that the Housing Authority retained in inventory after the 

homes should have conveyed to Indian families; and (2) whether 

NAHASDA allows HUD to recoup and reallocate erroneously granted 
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funds, not because of any noncompliance by the recipient, but because 

the funds exceeded the recipient=s formula entitlement and were 

intended for other tribes.   

That NAHASDA=s plain language and scheme dictate Ano@ to the 

first and Ayes@ to the second has been repeatedly reaffirmed:  in 2007, 

negotiated rulemaking to review the formula left 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.318 

unchanged but codified the recovery of over-allocated funds; in 2008, 

Congress made amendments to clarify the statute by essentially 

incorporating ' 1000.318 and to leave HUD=s recoveries undisturbed; in 

2010, the Tenth Circuit reversed a lower court=s invalidation of 

' 1000.318 and,  because HUD=s actions complied with NAHASDA, 

denied the plaintiff=s cross appeal for return of repaid funds.  Moreover, 

HUD=s recovery and reallocation of erroneously granted funds is 

authorized, if not required, by NAHASDA=s formula allocation mandate 

and the federal government=s inherent authority to recoup erroneously 

paid funds.  The Crow Tribal Housing Authority=s reading of NAHASDA 

is no match for this contrary authority.  Accordingly, HUD=s actions 

should be upheld under the Administrative Procedure Act and 

summary judgment granted in its favor.   
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I. BACKGROUND 

In addition to the statutory background and facts set forth in the 

United States Statement of Uncontroverted Facts, additional 

background is useful for the Court=s analysis of the summary judgment 

motions. 

A.  Fort Peck Litigation 
 

In 2005, the Fort Peck Housing Authority filed suit in the District 

Court for the District of Colorado challenging HUD=s allocation 

determinations based on Formula Stock.  See Fort Peck Housing 

Authority v. HUD, 435 Supp. 2d 1125, 1131 (D. Colo. 2006) (AFort Peck 

I@).  In 2006, the district court held 24 C.F.R ' 1000.318 invalid because 

it conflicted with the plain language of 25 U.S.C. ' 4152(b)(1).    Id. at 

1132.  The court limited the scope of its ruling to Fort Peck Housing 

Authority, and denied Fort Peck=s post-judgment motion for return of 

overfunding repayments it had made to HUD.  Id. at 1135.  2006 U.S. 

Cist. LEXIS 53203 *5 (Aug1, 2066).   HUD appealed the invalidation; 

and Fort Peck cross-appealed the denial of its post-judgment motion. 

In 2010, the Tenth Circuit reversed the Fort Peck I judgment and 

denied the cross-appeal as moot because HUD=s actions complied with 
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NAHASDA.  Fort Peck Housing Authority v. HUD, 367 Fed. Appx. 884, 

892 n.15 (10th Cir. 2010) (unpublished) (AFort Peck II@).  The court first 

reversed the district court=s interpretation of ' 4152(b)(1), then found 

that 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.318 properly implemented NAHASDA=s 

requirement that the formula relate to the need of the Indian housing 

entities.  Id. at 890-892.  The court held that the regulation=s reduction 

in Formula Current Assisted Stock Arecognized the ongoing and 

evolving needs of Tribal Housing Entities.@  Id. at 891-892.  NAHASDA 

required an interplay of all three factors in section 4152(b)(1)-(3)and 

A[s]ection 1000.318=s downward adjustment was an example of this 

interplay.@  Id.    

B.  Negotiated Rulemaking to Review the Formula 

In 2007, a Negotiated Rulemaking Committee promulgated a final 

rule after reviewing the formula as required by ' 1000.306.  72 Fed. 

Reg. 20,018 (Apr. 20, 2007).  The Committee did not alter ' 1000.318(a).  

In new ' 1000.319, however, it codified HUD=s recovery and reallocation 

of overpayments when it discovers that allocations were based on 

ineligible Formula Stock units.  See id. at 20,025. 
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C. Congress=s 2008 Amendment of NAHASDA 
 

In 2008, while Fort Peck I was on appeal, Congress reauthorized 

NAHASDA and amended the language of 25 U.S.C. ' 4152(b)(1) by 

essentially adopting the provisions of 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.318(a).  See 

Native American Housing Assistance and Self-Determination 

Reauthorization Act of 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-411, 122 Stat. 4319 (2008) 

(AReauthorization Act@).  The statute now provides that the formula be 

based on factors that reflect the need of the Indian tribes for housing 

assistance including: 

(1)(A)  The number of low-income housing dwelling units 
developed under the United States Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 
1437 et seq.), pursuant to a contract between an Indian housing 
authority for the tribe and the Secretary, that are owned or 
operated by a recipient on the October 1 of the calendar year 
immediately preceding the year for which funds are provided, 
subject to the condition that such a unit shall not be considered to 
be a low-income housing dwelling unit for purposes of this section 
ifB 
 

(i) the recipient ceases to possess the legal right to own, 
operate, or maintain the unit; or  
 
(ii) the unit is lost to the recipient by conveyance, demolition, 
or other means. 
 

(B) If the unit is a homeownership unit not conveyed within 25 
years from the date of full availability, the recipient shall not be 
considered to have lost the legal right to own, operate, or maintain 
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the unit if the unit has not been conveyed to the homebuyer for 
reasons beyond the control of the recipient. 

. . .  
 
25 U.S.C. ' 4152(b).  The amendment specifies that Areasons beyond the 

control of the recipient@ mean legal impediments remaining after 

reasonable efforts to convey, ' 4152(b)(1)(D).  Finally, the amendment 

provides that if a civil action is filed within 45 days of enactment (i.e., 

before November 28, 2008), subparagraphs (A) through (D) do not apply 

to its claims arising from Formula Stock counts through FY 2008.  Id. 

' 4152(b)(1)(E).  Crow Tribal Housing Authority filed this action before 

that date.  The Reauthorization Act also added a provision specifying 

that Formula Stock inaccuracies do not implicate a recipient=s 

substantial noncompliance.  Id. ' 4161(a)(2). 

II. ARGUMENT 

A. Standard of Review 
 

Summary judgment is proper when Athe movant shows that there 

is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled 

to judgment as a matter of law.@ Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(a).  The mere 

existence of a factual dispute is insufficient to bar summary judgment.  

Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986).  To be 
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material, the factual assertion must be capable of affecting the 

substantive outcome of the litigation; to be genuine, the issue must be 

supported by sufficient admissible evidence that a reasonable trier of 

fact could find for the movant.  Id. at 251-52.  

This case arises under the Administrative Procedures Act, which 

provides that the agency's decision may be set aside only if it is 

Aarbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in 

accordance with law.@  5 U.S.C. ' 706(2)(A).  To determine whether an 

agency decision was arbitrary or capricious, the court A=must consider 

whether the decision was based on a consideration of the relevant 

factors and whether there has been a clear error of judgment.=@  

Southeast Alaska Conservation Council v. FHA, 649 F.3d 1050, 1056 

(9th Cir. 2011) (quoting Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 

401 U.S. 402, 416 (1971)).  AAlthough this factual inquiry is to be 

>searching and careful= the ultimate standard of review is narrow.  >The 

court is not empowered to substitute its judgment for that of the 

agency.=@  Asarco, Inc. v. EPA, 616 F.2d 1153, 1158 (9th Cir. 1980) 

(quoting Overton Park, 401 U.S. at 416). 
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B. 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.318(a) Implements Congress=s Allocation 
Mandate. 

 
This case focuses on the agency decision as to when 

homeownership units expire as Formula Stock for the block grant 

calculations.  24 C.F.R.  § 1000.318 poses the question, AWhen do units 

under Formula Current Assisted Stock cease to be counted or expire 

from the inventory used for the formula?@  With respect to 

homeownership units, it answers: 

 
(a) Mutual Help and Turnkey III units shall no longer be 

considered Formula Current Assisted Stock when the 
Indian tribe . . . no longer has the legal right to own, 
operate, or maintain the unit, whether such right is lost by 
conveyance, demolition, or otherwise provided that: 

 
(1)  Conveyance of each Mutual Help or Turnkey III unit 

occurs as soon as practicable after a unit becomes 
eligible for conveyance by the terms of the MHOA 
[Mutual Help Occupancy Agreement] and 

 
(2)  The Indian tribe . . . actively enforce[s] strict compliance 

by the homebuyer with the terms and conditions of the 
MHOA, including the r'equirements for full and timely 
payment. 

 
24 C.F.R. ' 1000.318(a) (emphasis added).  
 

Over time, then, as homeownership units expire from Formula 

Stock, the amount of block grant appropriations directed toward pre-
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NAHASDA units under the Formula Stock component of the formula is 

less, but more is available for allocation under the Aneed@ component of 

the formula.  While a tribe may see a smaller Formula Stock component 

of its allocation due to expired units, its total block grant allocation (the 

sum of Formula Stock and Aneed@ components) may not be smaller 

because many other tribes= Formula Stock may have expired as well, 

freeing up more funds to be distributed to all tribes under the need 

component.  In addition, the formula guarantees a minimum total 

allocation to each tribe based on the subsidy it received pre-NAHASDA.  

25 U.S.C. ' 4152(d); 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.340.  The formula is thus 

calibrated to ensure an equitable distribution of limited federal funds 

among all Indian tribes.  See 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.6.  Ultimately, because 

HUD is dividing up one pot of NAHASDA money for all tribes through 

the allocation formula, when one tribe receives more, all other tribes 

receive less. 

Crow Tribal Housing Authority (hereafter AHousing Authority@) 

interprets 25 U.S.C. ' 4152(b)(1), before its amendment in 2008, to 

mandate that formula unit counts include all homeownership units that 

a tribal housing entity owned or operated Aat the time@ of an annual 
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allocation.  Plaintiff=s Brief in Support of Motion for Summary 

Judgment (Doc. 52) (AP. Br.@) 52-55.  The Housing Authority concedes 

that a housing entity loses the legal right to own and operate a 

homeownership unit when it has been conveyed or paid-off.  Id. at 50-

51.  The Housing Authority nevertheless argues that the number of 

homeownership units it owned and operated B whether legally or no B is 

Aitself a factor indicating need for housing assistance@ and that the 2008 

amendment of ' 4152(b)(1) to incorporate the provisions of ' 1000.318(a) 

proves that the regulation contradicted the law before 2008.  Id.   

However, the unambiguous language of 25 U.S.C. ' 4152 and 24 

C.R.F. ' 1000.318(a), read in their entirety, controvert the Housing 

Authority=s arguments, as has been confirmed by subsequent negotiated 

rulemaking in 2007, Congress=s revisiting of the statute in 2008, and 

the Tenth Circuit=s analysis in 2010.  Thus HUD=s finding under 24 

C.F.R. ' 1000.318(a) that 123 of the Housing Authority=s 

homeownership units1 were ineligible to be counted as Formula Stock  

in the allocation formula did not violate NAHASDA or the APA. 

                                      
1 HUD assumes that the Housing Authority is arguing for eligibility of 
the units HUD concluded, in its October 20, 2005 letter, were past their 
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1. NAHASDA unambiguously intended the unit count 
reductions required by § 100.318(a), including units 
that should have been conveyed. 

 
To determine whether 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.318(a) is contrary to the 

pre-2008 version of 25 U.S.C. ' 4152(b)(1), the Court is to apply the test 

found in Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 

Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984).  Chevron explains that a court must first 

determine whether Congress has spoken directly to the precise question 

at issue.  Id. at 843-44.  If so, the regulation must implement that 

intent.  Id. at 843.  However, if Congress has not directly spoken to the 

precise question at issue, then the Court is to consider whether the 

agency=s regulation is a Apermissible construction@ of the statute.  Id. at 

844.  Here, the analysis ends at step one because the plain meaning of 

the statutory text supports the regulation. 

Congress unambiguously directed HUD to establish the allocation 

formula with Indian tribes through a Negotiated Rulemaking 

Committee composed of representatives of HUD and Ageographically 

diverse small, medium, and large tribes.@  25 U.S.C. '' 4152(a), 4116(b).  

                                                                                                                        
25-year lease-purchase terms, not conveyed and still occupied by the 
original homebuyers, along with the 9 that were paid-off but not 
conveyed. AR 618-620.   
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Congress did not specify a precise formula; instead, ACongress set forth 

criteria to act as the formula's basis and allowed HUD [through the 

rulemaking committee] to identify other criteria.@  Fort Peck II, 367 Fed. 

Appx. at 890.  Thus the formula is to be Abased on@ factors reflecting 

need, including: (1) the number of housing units assisted under the 

United States Housing Act that were owned and at the time pursuant 

to an Annual Contributions Contract; (2) the extent of poverty and 

economic distress among Indians in the relevant area; and (3) other 

Aobjectively measurable conditions as the Secretary and Indian tribes 

may specify.@  25 U.S.C. ' 4152(b).  AApplying the ordinary definition of 

>based on= means the factors form the basis, beginning, or starting point, 

of the formula.@  Fort Peck II, 367 Fed. Appx. at 890.  Accordingly, 

Section 4152(b)(3) requires a formula based not only on the number of 

United States Housing Act units owned at the time and the extent of 

economic distress, but also on Aobjectively measurable conditions@ 

specified by the Negotiated Rulemaking Committee that devised the 

formula.  See 63 Fed. Reg. 12334 (Mar. 12, 1998).   

The Committee specified various conditions of need for the 

formula that are not explicitly named in 25 U.S.C. '' 4152(b)(1) or (2). 
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See e.g., 24 C.F.R '' 1000.320, 1000.325 (adjusting Formula Stock and 

need components based on local area costs), 1000.324(b) and (c) 

(households that are overcrowded or lack kitchen or plumbing, housing 

shortage).  With § 1000.318, the Committee also specified that the 

number of housing units indicated in 25 U.S.C. ' 4152(b)(1) would be 

reduced for formula purposes by the number that cease to be operated 

as the low-income housing they were developed to be.  Subsections (b) 

and (c) of 24 C.F.R. 1000.318 specify that rental and Section 8 units 

cease to count as formula units when they are no longer operated as 

low-income rentals according to those programs.  24 C.F.R. 

' 1000.318(b), (c).  Similarly, 24 C.F.R. section 1000.318(a) specifies 

that homeownership units no longer count as formula units when they 

are no longer operated so as to be timely conveyed to eligible 

homebuyers, or are in fact conveyed.   

In the legislative history to the 2008 amendment of NAHASDA, 

Congress reiterated the intent, implicit in 25 U.S.C. ' 4152(b)(3), that 

rulemaking by a committee of representative tribes is the best venue for 

establishing formula factors that accurately reflect the needs of the 

various Indian tribes. S. Rep. No. 110-238, at 4 (2007) (stating that the 
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issue of how to accurately determine recipients= true housing need Ais 

best left for resolution by the tribes and HUD through negotiated 

rulemaking.@).   

As the Tenth Circuit reasoned, 24 C.F.R.' 1000.318(a) properly 

reflects the interplay of the three need factors identified by Congress in 

25 U.S.C. ' 4152(b)(1)-(3). Fort Peck II, 367 Fed. Appx. at 890-891.  The 

formula satisfied Congress=s first factor, ' 4152(b)(1), when it used all 

1997 Units as the starting point for the allocation formula.  Id. at 891 

(referring to 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.312). 2  AHowever, this number was but 

one factor required to meet the statute=s overarching mandate that the 

formula >reflect the need of the Indian tribes and the Indian areas of the 

tribes for assistance for affordable housing activities.=@ Id. (quoting 25 

                                      
2The Housing Authority reads the phrase Aat the time@ as an annual 
consideration.  P. Br. 53 (i.e., units owned Aat the time a particular 
year=s allocation was being calculated.@).  The Committee interpreted 
the phrase to relate to the number of units owned on the date 
U.S.Housing Act assistance Apursuant to@ an Annual Contrubutions 
Contract terminated, i.e., September 30, 1997.  24 C.F.R. ' 1000.312.  
This distinction is without a difference since either interpretation of the 
phrase results in the same annual count under 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.318.  
See AR 526 (advising “not to include units that have been conveyed, 
demolished, or otherwise lost in a year prior to the fiscal year of that 
years Formula Response Form reports.@). 
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U.S.C. ' 4152(b)).  Accordingly, Congress unambiguously required the 

formula criteria specified in ' 1000.318(a) in its entirety.     

2. The Negotiated Rulemaking Committee specified 
objectively measurable conditions reflecting all 
Indian tribes= relative need for housing assistance. 

 
No doubt keenly aware that larger grant allocations to one tribe 

directly decrease the grants to all other tribes, the Committee properly 

read NAHASDA section 4152(b) B mandating that the allocation 

formula Areflect the need of the Indian tribes Y for affordable housing 

activities@ B to mean that a homeownership unit developed under the 

United States Housing Act should no longer count in the allocation 

formula after it has been conveyed or should have been conveyed.  

Indeed, the rulemaking committee considered that housing entities may 

have an incentive to operate homeownership units without ensuring 

proper conveyance because conveyance shrinks the Formula Stock 

portion of their allocation.  The regulation was therefore revised to 

counteract this perverse incentive.  63 Fed Reg. 12334, 12343 (Mar. 12, 

1998).   

Subsection 24 C.F.R. 1000.318(a) provides that homeownership 

units are no longer considered formula units when the housing entity 
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loses the legal right to own, operate, or maintain the unit, Aprovided 

that@ the units are operated in compliance with their lease-purchase 

agreements.  Specifically, eligibility as a formula homeownership unit 

depends upon the provisos that the housing entity has Aactively 

enforced strict compliance by the homebuyer with the terms and 

conditions of the MHOA [Mutual Help and Occupancy Agreement], 

including the requirements for full and timely payment,@ and conveyed 

the unit Aas soon as practicable after [it] becomes eligible for conveyance 

by [those] terms.@  24 C.F.R. ' 1000.318(a)(1)-(2).  The lease-purchase 

agreement referred to in the regulations has a term of no more than 25 

years with the purchase price decreasing over the lease period 

according to a pre-determined schedule.  24 C.F.R. '' 950.440, 950.525 

(1995).  While a homebuyer could make equity payments to accelerate 

pay-off and conveyance of the home, he could just wait until the 

purchase price reached zero at the end of the lease term.  Id. '' 

950.440(a), 950.517(e).   

A properly operated homeownership unit would thus be conveyed 

at early  pay-off or at the end of the 25-year lease-purchase term, and 

only properly operated homeownership units qualify as formula units 
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under the provisos of ' 1000.318(a)(1) and (2).  Accordingly, 

' 1000.318(a) in its entirety requires expiration from the formula when 

a homeownership unit is conveyed to its home buyer, as well as when 

its lease-purchase agreement would indicate Aconveyance-eligibility@ at 

early pay-off or 25 years and no unrelated impediment makes 

conveyance impracticable. As mentioned in the United States’ 

Statement of Facts, an unrelated impediment to conveyance are items 

such as a cloud on the title, or property subsumed in a probate for 

example, none of which apply in this case. 

The Housing Authority argues that the criteria for determining 

when homeownership units should have conveyed is not objective.  P. 

Br. 54.  But the dates when units are paid-off or reach the end of their 

lease-purchase agreements are objective measures.  That conveyance 

must occur Aas soon as practicable@ after conveyance-eligibility does not 

make the rule subjective; rather, it allows that a housing entity may 

show reasons beyond its control, e.g. a cloud on title,  for delayed 

conveyance.  See, e.g., AR 523 (a homeownership unit is no longer 

considered a formula unit Aif it has become eligible for conveyance and 
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the [housing entity] cannot show sufficient evidence demonstrating that 

reasons beyond [its] control have made conveyance impractical.@).   

Moreover, subparagraphs (1) and (2) of '1000.318(a) are 

objectively measurable reflections of need.  The intended outcome of the 

Mutual Help program was the conveyance of homes to Indian families.  

See pt. 950, subpts. E, G (1998).  As Fort Peck II explained, Congress 

unambiguously intended that Athe formula be related to the need of all 

tribal Housing Entities.@ 367 Fed. Appx. 891.  (emphasis added).  Thus 

the rules for shifting formula funding from homeownership units that 

should have been conveyed to distribution under factors measuring the 

need for new affordable housing, relate to needCthe need of all Indian 

tribes.  Congress has affirmed that the funding formula, including ' 

1000.318=s conveyance-eligible provision, is based on need, stating: 

AThis funding formula was developed by Indian tribes through 

negotiated rulemaking, and recently reaffirmed in 2007, to ensure that 

the funding is allocated based on need.@ S. Rep. No. 110-238, at 10 

(2007) (emphasis added).  To allow a tribally designated housing entity, 

such as a housing authority,  indefinitely to retain a homeownership 

unit in inventory, along with an associated subsidy, would defy the 
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purpose of the programs to assist low-income Indian families in 

achieving homeownership and would fail to reflect the relative needs of 

all Indian tribes. 

As explained to the Housing Authority according to ' 

1000.318(a)(1) and (2), A[homeownership] units are no longer considered 

part of FCAS [Formula Stock]  if that unit . . . has become eligible for 

conveyance and the [tribally designated housing entity] cannot show 

sufficient evidence demonstrating that reasons beyond the [tribally 

designated housing entity=s] control have made conveyance 

impractical.@  AR 523.  HUD has further explained that even when the 

Housing Authority chose not to actively enforce strict compliance with 

monthly payment requirements of lease-purchase agreements by letting 

the units accrue tenant account receivables, the home may still be 

conveyed according to its agreement, because a promissory note can be 

issued for the arrearage.  AR 523-526.  In other words the Housing 

Authority need not write off the debt, it may convey and obtain a 

promissory note to enforce any remaining amount owing.  What it 

should not do is leave the homes in Formula Stock to artificially 

enhance the amount of the block grant.   Thus HUD counted the homes 
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as formula units until they should have been conveyed in accordance 

with ' 1000.318(a) 

3. Even if ambiguous, NAHASDA permits ' 1000.318(a). 
 

i. The full scope of ' 1000.318(a) is entitled to   
 deference. 

  
 Even if the statute were ambiguous, it nevertheless permits the 

construction given it by the Committee because the criteria specified by 

the Committee reflect need as required by 25 U.S.C.. ' 4152(b).  Cf. 

Chevron, 467 U.S. at 844.  Great weight should be given to the 

Committee=s determination because, not only is HUD an expert in 

disbursing funds for low-income housing assistance for Indian tribes, 

Fort Peck II, 367 Fed. Appx. at 892, but the Committee also consisted of 

a cross-section of Indian tribes.  See id. at 886;  see also 62 F.R. 35719); 

see also 63 F.R. 12333, 12334.  The Committee specified that 

homeownership units expire from the formula not only when conveyed, 

but also when they should have conveyed according to proper operation 

under their lease-purchase agreements.   The Committee=s 

determination of these objective measures of expiration is entitled to 
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significant weight under both Chevron and Congress=s intent as 

expressed in 25 U.S.C.  '' 4152(b)(3) and 4116(b).   

The Indian canon of construction asserted by the Housing 

Authority does not require a different analysis.  In this case, the canon 

is unnecessary because ' 1000.318(a) implements the unambiguous 

intent of Congress.  Fort Peck II, 367 Fed. Appx. at 892 (ABecause 

NAHASDA was unambiguous and the final regulations were properly 

promulgated within NAHASDA=s mandate, we need not address [the 

canon favoring Indians].@).  See also Rice v. Rehner, 463 U.S 713, 732 

(1983) (Indian canon does not supplant congressional intent).  The 

Housing Authority=s reading of NAHASDA does not favor AIndians@; it 

would only favor housing entities like the Crow Tribal Housing 

Authority that choose neither to enforce nor satisfy their lease-purchase 

agreements with Indian homebuyers.  NAHASDA allocates one sum of 

annual appropriations amongst all eligible Indian tribes.  This means 

that a reading increasing funding to some tribes based on one element 

of the formula (Formula Stock counts) would necessarily decrease 

funding to other tribes based on the rest of the formula factors.  Here, a 

judgment favoring the Housing Authority because it has Formula Stock 
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units it will not convey would disfavor Indian tribes without Formula 

StockCnot represented in this litigationCwhose allocation under the 

Aneed@ prong of the formula have been proportionately reduced by the 

Housing Authority=s overfunding.  The Indian canon simply does not 

apply when the competing interests at stake both involve Native 

Americans.  Confederated Tribes of Chehalis Indian Reservation v. 

Washington, 96 F.3d 334, 340 (9th Cir.1996).  In short, Athe canon cited 

does not allow a court to rob Peter to pay Paul no matter how well 

intentioned Paul may be.@  Fort Peck II, 367 Fed. Appx.  at 892.   

ii. HUD=s application of the full scope of 
 ' 1000.318(a) was affirmed by Indian tribes 
 in negotiated rulemaking and by the Tenth 
 Circuit. 

 
The formula regulations provide that the block grant formula 

would be reviewed within 5 years after issuance.  Accordingly, HUD 

convened a Negotiated Rulemaking Committee in 2003 for the purposes 

of reviewing the regulations at 24 CFR part 1000, subpart D, and 

making modifications as necessary.  Native American Housing 

Assistance and Self-Determination Act (NAHASDA); Revisions to the 

Indian Housing Block Grant Program Formula; Final Rule, 72 Fed. 
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Reg. 20,018 (Apr. 20, 2007).  The Committee did not alter ' 1000.318(a).  

In new ' 1000.319, however, it codified HUD=s practice of recovering 

and reallocating when it discovers that amounts were overpaid based on 

expired Formula Stock units being included in formula allocations.  See 

72 Fed. Reg. at 20,025.  Thus, the Committee reaffirmed the formula 

rule for when homeownership units expire from Formula Stock, and 

further affirmed HUD=s practice of correcting misallocations based on 

expired Formula Stock. 

As explained above, the Tenth Circuit held that ' 1000.318(a), 

including subsections (1) and (2) relating to conveyance-eligible units, is 

valid.  Fort Peck II, 367 Fed. Appx. at 891-892.  The district court 

directly addressed conveyance-eligible units when it invalidated ' 

1000.318.  Fort Peck I, 435 F. Supp. 2d at 1131-32, 1134-35.  And, in 

reversing the lower court, the Tenth Circuit explicitly considered that 

analysis of the conveyance-eligible issue.  Fort Peck II, 367 Fed. Appx. 

at 889 (AFinally, the district court concluded Fort Peck's position 

furthered NAHASDA=s goals [by] removing HUD's paternalistic 

oversight of whether units should be conveyed or participants evicted.@).  

Accordingly, the Tenth Circuit reversal of the district court=s order 
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necessarily also reversed the district court=s conclusion regarding 

counting conveyance-eligible units in Formula Stock.  Fort Peck II, 367 

Fed. Appx. at 892 (A[W]e REVERSE the district court=s invalidation of ' 

1000.318.@).  The Tenth Circuit held that ANAHASDA was unambiguous 

and the final regulations were properly promulgated within 

NAHASDA=s mandate@ that the formula reflect the need of Indian tribes 

for assistance for affordable housing activities.  Id. at 891-892.  The 

Tenth Circuit therefore found that AHUD=s actions did not violate 

Congress=s mandate.@  Id. at 892, n. 15.   

iii. HUD=s application of the full scope of 
 ' 1000.318(a) was also affirmed by Congress. 

 
Finally, Congress could hardly have been clearer in affirming the 

formula rule set out in ' 1000.318(a) than by incorporating the 

provisions in the statute as it did in 2008.  The Housing Authority 

argues the amendment indicates the contrary.  P. Br. 57-58.  But this 

counter-intuitive argument does not stand up to scrutiny.   

Congress=s purpose was clear that the formula should reflect the 

relative need of all eligible tribes by being based on an interplay of 

factors as determined by the experts: HUD and the Indian tribes 
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convened in a Committee.  Confirming this statutory purpose, 

Congress=s 2008 amendments to NAHASDA essentially moved the 

relevant part of ' 1000.318 into the statute.  Pub. L. No. 110-411, 122 

Stat. 4329 (2008).  By integrating ' 1000.318(a) into the statute, 

Congress affirmed that the regulation implemented congressional 

intent.   

The Supreme Court held in Commodity Future Trading 

Commission v. Schor, 478 U.S. 883, 846 (1986) that when Congress 

ratifies a regulation by integrating it into a statute, such ratification is 

Avirtually conclusive@ evidence that the regulation implements 

congressional intent.    AWhere, as here, Congress has not just kept its 

silence by refusing to overturn the administrative construction, but has 

ratified it with positive legislation, we cannot but deem the construction 

virtually conclusive.@  Id. (internal quotation omitted). 

Before passing the 2008 amendments, Congress was aware of the 

controversy regarding ' 1000.318 and, specifically, of Fork Peck I.  See, 

e.g., Housing Issues in Indian Country: Hearing before the S. Comm. on 

Indian Affairs, 110th Cong., S. Hrg. No. 110-65 at 69-70 (March 

22,2007) (letter from Committee to HUD and HUD=s response regarding 
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Fort Peck I);3  In the face of this controversy, Congress put the language 

of the regulation into the statute.  This alone is strong evidence that 

Congress intended the pre-amendment provision to encompass the 

Committee=s interpretation in ' 1000.318(a).  Indeed, Congress 

unambiguously expressed its view that conveyance-eligibility reflects 

need when it amended 25 U.S.C. ' 4152(b)(1) in 2008 to Aclarify@ that 

homeownership units Anot conveyed within 25 years of the date of full 

availability@ (the putative Mutual Help and Occupancy Agreement 

termination date of which the Housing Authority complains) cease to 

count as Formula Stock unless conveyance is impracticable, i.e., 

Abeyond the control of the recipient.@  25 U.S.C. ' 4152(b) (1)(B), (D)4.  

While Congress=s 2008 amendment leaves no room for doubt that the 

provisions implemented congressional intent, Congress provided further 

evidence of its intent in the committee report accompanying enactment.  

                                      
3 Available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-
110shrg34266/content-detail.html.   
 
4 Congress also made the amendment retroactive except as to claims 
like those of Fort Peck if they were filed within 45 days of the 
amendment.  25 U.S.C. § 4152(b)(1)(E).  This provision allowed other 
tribes to litigate their claims under the same law applicable to Fort 
Peck. 
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Congress stated that it amended ' 4152(b)(1) in order to clarify that 

HUD=s regulatory interpretation of the statute was correct: 

Clarification of Units Eligible Under Funding Formula (Amends 
Section 302 of current law [25 U.S.C. ' 4152]): This amendment 
clarifies that [certain units] may not be counted in the funding 
formula.  This not only includes conveyed units but those units 
that are required to be conveyed based on the homebuyer 
agreement; units demolished and not rebuilt within a specific time 
frame; or units no longer being operated as low-income units. 
Conveyance of each homeownership unit should occur as soon as 
possible after a unit becomes eligible for conveyance based on the 
terms of the Agreement.  The recipient has not lost the legal right 
to own, operate or maintain the unit if it has not been conveyed 
for reasons beyond the control of the recipient, as enumerated in 
the provision. 

 
S. Rep. No. 110-238, at 9 (2007) (emphasis added).  When a subsequent 

Congress states that it is Aclarifying@ a former statute, that statement is 

entitled to great weight.  Beverly Community Hosp. Ass'n v. Belshe, 132 

F.3d 1259, 1266 (9th Cir. 1997) ("a decision by the current Congress to 

intervene by expressly clarifying . . . is worthy of real deference."). 

Ignoring Congress=s own words, the Housing Authority cites a 

treatise for the proposition that A[i]f a legislature adopts an amendment 

urged by a witness, it may be assumed that the intent voiced was 

adopted by the legislature.@  P. Br. 58. (quoting 2B Norman J. Singer & 
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J.D. Shambie Singer, Statutes and Statutory Construction ' 49:11 (7th 

ed. 2008)).  In reliance on this principle, the Housing Authority partially 

quotes language from a HUD official=s Congressional testimony that the 

amendment included in the bill would Achange@ the way Formula Stock 

units are counted. 5  The Housing Authority argues that because HUD 

officials testified this would be a change, Congress=s amendment 

Achanged@ the intent of the original statute.  However, Acommittee 

reports are more persuasive indicators of >the considered and collective 

understanding of those Congressmen involved in drafting and studying 

proposed legislation.=@  Ileto v. Glock, Inc., 565 F.3d 1126, 1162 (9th Cir. 

Cal. 2009) (quoting Garcia v. United States, 469 U.S. 70, 76 (1984)).   

Furthermore, the Housing Authority mischaracterizes the HUD 

witness=s testimony.  After stating that the amendment Awould change@ 

the way Formula Stock are counted, the witness explained that A[t]his 

change would comport with the process established by the original 

                                      
5 See Reauthorization of the Native American Housing Assistance and 
SelfBDetermination Act: Hearing before the H. Subcomm. on Housing 
and Community Opportunity of the H. Comm. on Financial Services, 
110th Cong., No. 110B34 at 8, 39  (June 6, 2007) (statement of Orlando 
Cabrera, Asst. Sec'y for Pub. & Indian Housing HUD),  available at 
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-110hhrg37550/pdf/CHRG-
110hhrg37550.pdf. 
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Committee that crafted the IHBG [Indian Housing Block Grant] 

regulations.@6  The witness was testifying in 2007, after the district 

court=s decision in Fort Peck I but before the Tenth Circuit overruled 

that decision in 2010.  See Fort Peck II, 367 Fed. Appx. 884.  Fort Peck I 

ruled that HUD could not reduce the number of housing units eligible 

for inclusion in the allocation formula below the level that the tribe had 

under contract in 1997.  Fort Peck I, 435 F. Supp. 2d at 1132-35.  

Although the witnesses spoke of the (then proposed) amendment as 

changing the law, taken in context, this statement meant that the law 

would be changed from the precedent established by Fort Peck I.  In 

other words, HUD was Achanging@ the process back to the process that 

had been in place from the enactment of NAHASDA until Fort Peck I 

that was later validated by Fort Peck II.   

One word in congressional witness testimony cannot overcome the 

Avirtually conclusive@ evidence that Congress affirmed the formula rule 

of 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.318(a). 

                                      
6 See Footnote 5. 
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C. HUD=s Determinations Pursuant To ' 1000.318(a) Were In 
Accordance With Law   

 

The Housing Authority also argues that HUD=s Formula Stock 

eligibility determinations about the 114 homeownership units past their 

25-year lease-purchase term and still not conveyed, were not supported 

by substantial evidence.  P. Br. 46.  However, the substantial evidence 

standard of review does not apply here.  See Citizens to Preserve 

Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 414 (1971) (Review under the 

substantial-evidence test is authorized only when the agency action is 

taken pursuant to a rulemaking provision of the APA, 5 U. S. C. ' 553, 

or when the agency action is based on a public adjudicatory hearing, 5 

U. S. C. '' 556, 557.).  As noted above, the appropriate standard for 

reviewing HUD=s determinations is 5 U.S.C. ' 706(2) because these 

were informal final agency actions.  HUD=s decisions with respect to the 

114 homeownership units at issue were lawful. 

Assuming the validity of ' 1000.318(a), the Housing Authority 

next asserts that HUD=s decisions applying the regulation are not 

supportable because HUD made no determination of Housing 

Authority=s legal right to own, operate or maintain the disputed 
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homeownership units.  P. Br. 47-48.  The Housing Authority=s argument 

is flawed because it neglects the entirety of the regulation.  As discussed 

above, subparagraphs (1) and (2) of ' 1000.318(a) add provisos requiring 

that homeownership units no longer be considered formula units when 

they should have been conveyed, i.e., when the units would have 

conveyed assuming proper operation in compliance with their lease-

purchase agreements.  Thus, a tribally designated housing entity may 

still have the legal right to own, operate or maintain a homeownership 

unit, but the unit will nevertheless expire from the formula because it 

should have been conveyed in accordance with ' 1000.318(a)(1) and (2).   

This was made clear to the Housing Authority  in HUD=s May 11, 

2004 letter announcing the on-site visit to review Formula Stock, as 

well as the October 20, 2005 letter discussing the results of the on-site 

visit.  AR 588, 614.  And HUD=s May 11, 2004 letter, for example, that 

its primary focus during the on-site visit to determine Formula Stock 

eligibility was on homeownership units Athat reached the Date of Full 

Availability over 25 years ago.@  AR 589.  This is because, as the 

housing entity well knew, the lease-purchase agreements governing 

these units had a term of no more than 25 years at the end of which the 
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pre-determined purchase price would be zero.  See 24 C.F.R. '' 950.440, 

950.525 (1995).  It is undisputed that the Housing Authority still owned 

the 114 units that were past their lease terms at the time of HUD=s 

letter.  See Plaintiff=s Statement of Undisputed Material Facts Doc. 53, 

p. 5, no. 33.  It is likewise undisputed that the 25-year term of lease-

purchase agreements for these 114 units had expired between six and 

ten years before (i.e., between 1995 and 1998).7  AR 615.  Thus, they 

long since should have been conveyed. 

While the Housing Authority may not have technically lost the 

legal right to own, operate, or maintain the units because title had not 

yet been conveyed, it had clearly neither actively enforced strict 

compliance by the homebuyer with the terms and conditions of the 

lease-purchase agreement, including the requirements for full and 

timely payment, nor conveyed the units as soon as practicable after 

they became conveyance eligible.  Had the Housing Authority  done so, 

the units would have been conveyed with administrative charges paid-

off or transferred to homebuyers who would comply with the lease-

                                      
7 The projects, in which these homes were located, had dates of full 
availability ranging from September 30, 1970 to December 31, 1973.  
AR 615. 
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purchase agreements.  See e.g., SAR 899-900.8  In any case, at the end 

of the lease term, conveyance of the home was not impracticable even if 

the homebuyer failed to pay the housing entity=s monthly 

administration charge because a promissory note could be issued for 

this arrearage while the fully amortized home was nevertheless 

conveyed.  See AR 525-526 (Guidance 98-19) (ABecause promissory notes 

can be issued, Tenant account receivables alone are not adequate for 

non-conveyance.@).   

Thus, if the Housing Authority, in the exercise of self-

determination, chose not to terminate a lease-purchase agreement for 

homebuyer=s failure to make payments, it could still convey the unit at 

the end of the term or even retain ownership and continue to collect 

payments.  However, the other Indian tribes that also depend on the 

limited funding in NAHASDA appropriations should not have to 

                                      
8 Given their dates of full availability, the applicable Mutual Help and 
Occupy Agreement for these units would have been HUD Form 53044 
issued July 1967.  SAR 893-909.  Under Section 7 of that agreement, if 
a homebuyer breaches by failing to make the required payments during 
the term of the lease-purchase agreement, Athe [Indian Housing] 
Authority may . . . require the [homebuyer] to forfeit his rights under 
[the agreement] . . . unless he either (a) pays the then outstanding 
balance of the debt attributable to his house . . . or (b) assigns his rights 
in his house to a person acceptable to the Authority.@  SAR 899-900. 
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subsidize the unit=s indefinite  Indeed, the Negotiated Rulemaking 

Committee, comprising representatives from diverse Indian tribes, 

specified they should not when subsections (1) and (2) were included in 

' 1000.318(a).  See 63 Fed. Reg. 12343.  As Fort Peck II explained, 

Congress unambiguously intended that Athe formula be related to the 

need of all tribal Housing Entities.@ 367 Fed. Appx. 891 (emphasis 

added).   

Here, HUD=s determination under ' 1000.318(a) was not arbitrary 

and capricious.  It is supported by undisputable evidence that the 114 

homeownership units owned by the Crow Tribal Housing Authority 

were ineligible to be counted as Formula Stock because the term of their 

lease-agreements had expired and the Housing Authority had not 

actively enforced strict compliance by the homebuyers with the terms 

and conditions of their lease-purchase agreements or conveyed the units 

as soon as practicable. 

D. HUD=s Recovery of Funds Over-Allocated to the Housing 
Authority Is Not A Sanction For Noncompliance 
 

A substantial portion of the Housing Authority=s brief argues that 

Title IV of NAHASDA is the only source of HUD=s authority to recover 
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funds incorrectly granted to the Housing Authority.  P. Br. at 4-44 

(discussing sections 401 and 405 of NAHASDA, 25 U.S.C. '' 4161 and 

4165).  But those provisions apply only when HUD finds that a grant 

recipient substantially failed to comply with NAHASDA or failed to 

comply with specific performance requirements.  Neither addresses 

cases of HUD=s erroneous allocation of funds based on inaccurate 

Formula Stock count data.  Indeed, the Housing Authority argues itself 

into a conundrum.  According to the Housing Authority, HUD must 

have found that it failed substantially to comply with NAHASDA 

because the underlying Formula Stock disputes involved 

noncompliance, and it was substantial under 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.534.  P. 

Br. at 44.  It is not clear how this would benefit the Housing Authority 

if true B a hearing would be a mere formality given this effective 

admission.  While the Housing Authority=s conclusion is unfounded, it 

exemplifies why its analysis is unpersuasive. 

1. Formula Stock count errors do not involve 
compliance under Title IV 

 
A=It is a fundamental canon of statutory construction that the 

words of a statute must be read in their context and with a view to their 
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place in the overall statutory scheme.=@  Fort Peck II, 367 Fed. Appx. at 

890 (quoting Nat'l Assoc. of Home Builders v. Defenders of Wildlife, 551 

U.S. 644, 666 (2007)).  Here, HUD=s allocation actionsCto determine 

and correct the grant amounts to which the Housing Authority was 

entitledCdo not arise from, or fit within, NAHASDA=s provisions 

governing compliance actions.  Accordingly, they cannot be challenged 

for failure to comply with those provisions. 

NAHASDA=s statutory scheme differentiates between HUD=s 

allocation duties under 25 U.S.C. '' 4151 and 4152, and HUD=s 

oversight of grantee compliance under 25 U.S.C. '' 4161 and 4165.  The 

Housing Authority=s procedural claim ignores the statutory distinction 

and the nature of HUD=s actions by confounding HUD=s correction of 

misallocations with actions to enforce grantee compliance.  To be sure, 

the end result of either could deprive the Housing Authority of funds 

because it received more than its entitlement under the formula.  But 

even as the Housing Authority argues, the law distinguishes between 

the what, why, and how of any deprivation.  See e.g., P. Br. at 40-42 

(discussing Kansas City distinction between sanctions for past 

substantial noncompliance and ongoing insubstantial noncompliance) 
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Section 4161 of NAHASDA is directed toward one specific 

situation: where a tribe has engaged in substantial noncompliance with 

NAHASDA. It provides in relevant part: 

(a)(1) In general -- Except as provided in subsection (b) of this 
section, if the Secretary finds after reasonable notice and opportunity 
for hearing that a recipient of assistance under this chapter has failed 
to comply substantially with any provision of this chapter, the Secretary 
shall— 

 
(A) terminate payments under this chapter to the recipient; 
 
(B) reduce payments under this chapter to the recipient by an 
amount equal to the amount of such payments that were not 
expended in accordance with this chapter; 
 
(C) limit the availability of payments under this chapter to 
programs, projects, or activities not affected by such failure to 
comply; or 
 
(D) in the case of noncompliance described in section 4162(b) of 
this title, provide a replacement tribally designated housing entity 
for the recipient, under section 4162 of this title. 

 
25 U.S.C. ' 4161(a) (emphasis added).  Thus, ' 4161 requires notice and 

a formal hearing to the tribe only if HUD contends that the tribe acted 

in substantial noncompliance with NAHASDA.  The record is void of 

any contention on HUD=s part that the Housing Authority acted in 

substantial noncompliance with NAHASDA.  See AR 523-526, 532-533, 

614-626, 641-644, 746-747, 776-778.  And the Housing Authority=s 
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references to isolated statements in the OIG Audit (SAR 806) and 

HUD=s FY 2013 Budget Justifications9 do not implicate '4161.  See P. 

Br. 28-29.  The OIG=s finding on HUD=s Formula Stock allocations was 

only one of nine findings regarding the overall NAHASDA program 

implementation.  SAR 807.  While several of the findings clearly 

involved compliance issues and resulted in recommendations to Aimpose 

remedies@ (SAR 832), Atake appropriate enforcement action@ (SAR 847), 

Adetermine if the lack of an audit report represents substantial 

noncompliance@ (SAR 862), no such recommendation was made 

regarding the Formula Stock allocation finding.  SAR 819.  Instead, the 

OIG recommended HUD Aremove ineligible units@ and A[r]ecover over 

fundingYand reallocate the recovery to recipients that were under 

funded.@  Id.  Likewise, indiscriminate words taken out of context in 

Congressional budget requests do not make HUD=s actions to correct 

the Housing Authority=s formula allocations into enforcement actions.  

Indeed, HUD did not take any of the prescribed ' 4161(a)(1)(A)-(D) 

                                      
9 See Public and Indian Housing Native American Block Grants 2013 
Summary Statement and Initiatives, p. J-15, available at 
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?id=native-amer-
house.pdf 
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enforcement actions.  HUD did not terminate payments to the Housing 

Authority.  25 U.S.C. ' 4165(a)(1)(A).  It did not reduce payments to it 

by an amount that the Housing Authority  had Anot expended in 

accordance with@ NAHASDA.  Id. at ' 4165(a)(1)(B).10  It did not limit 

the availability of payments Ato programs, projects, or activities not 

affected by such failure to comply.@ Id. at ' 4165(a)(1)(C) (emphasis 

added).  Nor did HUD provide a replacement tribally designated 

housing entity for the Crow Tribal Housing Authority.  Id. at ' 

4165(a)(1)(D).  Thus, HUD did not take any ' 4161 enforcement actions.  

In contrast to situations involving substantial noncompliance, there is 

no language in NAHASDA that requires HUD to provide notice and a 

formal hearing of every funding correction it makes.  Presumably, if 

Congress had intended to require notice and a formal hearing in every 

situation it would have done so, but it did not.  Instead, Congress 

requires that A[f]or each fiscal year, [HUD] shall allocate any amounts 

                                      
10 Indeed, the repayment amount HUD seeks has no relationship to 
what Housing Authority may have spent, only to what HUD overpaid 
Housing Authority.  But, if the approximately $1.35 million HUD still 
seeks to recover was Aexpended long ago on affordable housing 
activities@ in accordance with 25 U.S.C. ' 4132, the remedy of 
'4161(a)(1)(B) has no applicability. See P. Br. 2. 
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made available . . . in accordance with the formula established pursuant 

to section [' 4152] . . . .@  25 U.S.C. ' 4151.   

The actions the Housing Authority  challenges were not actions to 

enforce its compliance with NAHASDA, but rather to ensure HUD=s 

own compliance with the allocation mandate of ' 4151.  In fact, the 

legislative history regarding NAHASDA=s amendment in 2008 

demonstrates that Congress was well aware of HUD=s efforts to recover 

funds over-allocated due to Formula Stock over-counts.  In addressing 

its amendment to the allocation formula provision, ' 4152, the Senate 

Committee stated: 

A 2001 HUD Office of Inspector General audit report identified 
the need for removal of these ineligible units from the funding 
formula calculations. In response, the majority of those grant 
recipients who had included ineligible units in their count have 
paid or are in the process of paying back these funds. This funding 
formula was developed by Indian tribes through negotiated 
rulemaking, and recently reaffirmed in 2007, to ensure that the 
funding is allocated based on need. 
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S. Rep. No. 110-238, at 9 (2007) (emphasis added).  Rather than taking 

any effort to stop this recovery of overpayments, Congress added a 

provision, ' 4161(a)(2), to clarify that a hearing for substantial 

noncompliance is not required in cases of Formula Stock corrections.  

Addressing this addition, the Senate Committee recognized that when 

grant recipients are Arequired to relinquish overpaid funds for the 

inclusion of housing units deemed ineligible under [25 U.S.C. ' 4152], 

the action does not constitute substantial noncompliance by the grantee 

and does not automatically trigger a formal administrative hearing 

process.@  Id. at 10.  Because Congress clarified that Formula Stock 

corrections do not require a hearing, the Housing Authority=s assertion 

that the canon favoring Indians applies to the Court=s analysis of HUD 

actions here has no merit.  P. Br. 6.  A[C]anons are not mandatory rules.  

They are guides that >need not be conclusive.= . . . And other 

circumstances evidencing congressional intent can overcome their 

force.@  Chickasaw Nation v. United States, 534 U.S. 84, 94 (2001) 

(quoting Circuit City Stores, Inc. v. Adams, 532 U.S. 105, 115 (2001)).  

Here, '4161(a) unambiguously applies only to actions involving 

substantial noncompliance.  To the extent that there is any ambiguity, 
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the court Amay resort to legislative history and other extrinsic aids@ to 

determine Congress=s intent.  Cherokee Nation v. United States, 73 Fed. 

Cl. 467, 476 (Fed. Cl. 2006) (quoting 2A Norman J. Singer, Statutes and 

Statutory Construction ' 45:02 (6th ed.2000) at 14).  If Congress=s intent 

is clear in the legislative history, then the court does not consider the 

Indian canon of interpretation.  See id. at 477-478 (explaining that the 

court only considered the Indian canon in that case because the statute 

and legislative history did not clarify Congress=s intent.). 

The Housing Authority relies heavily upon City of Kansas City, 

Missouri, v. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 861 F.2d 

739 (D.C. Cir. 1988), which involved a statute similar to NAHASDA, to 

support its claim that a hearing was required before HUD sought 

repayment of over-funding.  P.Br. 17-18, 40-41, 45.  However, Kansas 

City is inapposite.  That case involved a situation where AKansas City is 

alleged to have substantially failed to comply with the [Community 

Development Block Grant Act], and the Secretary has attempted to 

impose a [sanction specified in that Act for substantial 

noncompliance.].@  Id. at 743.  The court of appeals made clear that it 

was only addressing a case of substantial noncompliance since ASection 
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111 [the equivalent to NAHASDA=s '4161] on its face covers only acts of 

substantial noncomplianceY.@  Id. at 743, fn. 5.  And the court relied on 

the premise that HUD did not dispute that Kansas City=s actions 

involved substantial noncompliance.  Id. at 742, fn. 3.  Here, the record 

shows no evidence that HUD ever alleged that the Housing Authority 

substantially failed to comply with NAHASDA.  HUD has not and does 

not allege substantial noncompliance, nor in fact, any noncompliance.  

Here, HUD is correcting misallocations based on Amistaken@ reporting 

of eligible Formula Stock.  See AR 642 (AHUD will bring this mistake to 

the attention of the recipient, ask for additional information, and work 

out a way to correct the error in the formula allocation amount.@).   

Kansas City does not help Housing Authority.  Nor does City of Boston 

v. Department of Urban Development, 898 F.2d 828 (1st Cir. 1990), in 

which as in  Kansas City, there was no dispute that the grant 

recipient=s actions constituted substantial noncompliance 

The Housing Authority also cites 25 U.S.C. ' 4165, but appears to 

argue that it is inapplicable to HUDs actions here.  P. Br. 15-24.  HUD 

agrees.  Section 4165 and its implementing regulation at 24 C.F.R. 

' 1000.532 are inapplicable here because they address HUD=s oversight 
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of specific grantee performance requirements not at issue in this case.  

Under ' 4165 tribes are subject to the financial audit requirements in 

chapter 75 of title 31 of the United States Code.  25 U.S.C. ' 4165(a).  

Chapter 75 audits examine matters such as whether the tribe=s 

financial statements have been prepared in accordance with generally 

accepted accounting principles.  See 31 U.S.C. ' 7502(e)(1).  Tribes are 

also subject to reviews of four grantee performance criteria:  whether 

the tribe has carried out eligible activities, has a continuing capacity to 

carry out eligible activities, submitted accurate performance reports, 

and is in compliance with its Indian housing plan.  See 25 U.S.C. ' 

4165(b).  Section 4165 audits and reviews thus involve situations where 

HUD is determining whether a tribe is spending its block grant in an 

appropriate manner.  The Housing Authority does not contend that 

either Chapter 75 audits or HUD=s review of these performance criteria 

were involved in this case.  And nothing in the record here shows that 

the reason HUD sought to recover overpayments from the Housing 

Authority is based upon its failure to carry out eligible activities, to 

comply with its Indian housing plan, or because of financial 

mismanagement shown in a title 31, chapter 75, audit.  See AR 523-526, 
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532-533, 614-626, 641-644, 746-747, 776-778. (Determinations based 

solely on eligibility of Formula Stock under the formula).  Thus, ' 4165 

has no application to this case.   

Finally, the Housing Authority=s reliance on 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.532 

is also misplaced because it only implements actions pursuant to the 

reviews and audits under 25 U.S.C. ' 4165.  It asks the question, AWhat 

are the adjustments HUD makes to a recipient's future year's grant 

amount under section 405 [25 U.S.C. ' 4165] of NAHASDA?@  

Subsection (a) goes on to state that HUD may Amake appropriate 

adjustments in the amount of the annual grants under NAHASDA in 

accordance with the finding of HUD pursuant to reviews and audits 

under section 405 of NAHASDA.@  24 C.F.R. ' 1000.532(a).  This 

regulation is inapplicable here because the Housing Authority cannot 

show that HUD=s action arose from a review or audit to determine if it 

was expending funds on eligible activities, complying with its Indian 

housing plan, or appropriately accounting for expended funds. 

In sum, the Housing Authority cannot rely on 25 U.S.C. '' 4161 or 

4165, or 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.532, to support the claim that HUD=s actions 
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here to correct formula misallocations pursuant to 25 U.S.C. '' 4151, 

4152, were procedurally improper. 

2. HUD has an Inherent Authority to Recover 
Overpayments 

 
Like all federal agencies, HUD has the inherent authority long 

recognized by the Supreme Court to recover funds that it has 

wrongfully, erroneously, or illegally paid.  United States v. Wurts, 303 

U.S. 414, 415 (1938) (citing Wisc. Cent. R.R. Co. v. United States, 164 

U.S. 190, 212 (1896)).  As the Supreme Court explained, an agency does 

not require statutory authority to recover such overpayments because 

the right exists independent of statute.  Id.  This authority is based on 

Athe principle that parties receiving moneys illegally paid by a public 

officer are liable ex aequo et bono to refund them.@11  Barrett Refining 

Corp. v. United States, 242 F.3d 1055, 1064 (Fed. Cir. 2001).  The 

Housing Authority acknowledges this right but claims it is codified and 

preempted in 25 U.S.C. ' 4161(d), which authorizes HUD, in lieu of 

actions under '4161(a), to refer the matter to the Attorney General for 

                                      
11 Ex aequo et bono B a phrase derived from the civil law, meaning in 
justice and fairness; according to what is just and good; according to 
equity and conscience.  Black=s Law Dictionary 500 (5th Ed. 1979). 
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civil action Aif the Secretary has reason to believe that a recipient has 

failed to comply substantially with [NAHASDA].@  P. Br. 10.  But like 

the rest of '4161, this provision too is premised on a finding of 

substantial noncompliance that does not exist here.  And like the rest of 

4161, the provision does not address funds that have been erroneously 

paid.  Agencies do not have to file suit to establish the illegality of the 

payment, and may administratively offset the debt from amounts 

otherwise owed to the debtor.  Grand Trunk Western Ry. Co. v. United 

States, 252 U.S. 112, 121 (1920); United States v. Munsey Trust Co., 332 

U.S. 234, 239 (1947); see Bank One, Michigan v. United States, 62 Fed. 

Cl. 474, 478 (2003) (quoting DiSilvestro v. United States, 405 F.2d 150, 

155 (2d Cir. 1968) (AIt is, of course, well established that parties 

receiving monies from the Government under a mistake of fact or law 

are liable ex aequo et bono to refund them, and that no specific statutory 

authorization upon which to base a claimed right of set-off or an 

affirmative action for the recovery of these monies is necessary.@)). In 

this case, HUD=s duty to recover overpayments arises from the 

requirement in 25 U.S.C. ' 4151 that it pay Indian tribes in accordance 

with the formula established by negotiated rulemaking pursuant to 25 
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U.S.C. ' 4152. 

 HUD=s use of this authority to recover overpayments resulting 

from inaccurate Formula Stock was codified in the formula regulations 

in 2007.  See ' 1000.319(b) (AIf a recipient receives an overpayment of 

funds because it failed to report such changes on the Formula Response 

Form in a timely manner, the recipient shall be required to repay the 

funds within 5 FYs.@); 72 Fed. Reg. 20025 (Apr. 20, 2007) (final rule 

adding ' 1000.319).  As shown above, when Congress amended 

NAHASDA in 2008, it acknowledged HUD=s recovery of overpayments.  

If Congress disagreed with HUD=s assertion of the federal government=s 

inherent right to recover erroneous payments, as expressed in ' 

1000.319(b), Congress could have acted in 2008 to cut off that power.  

But Congress did not.12  Thus, deference to HUD=s implementation of 

NAHASDA in this regard is Aespecially warranted.@  Schor, 478 U.S. at 

846 (deferring to administrative interpretation where subsequent 

statutory amendments did not overrule regulatory interpretation). 

                                      
12 Indeed, Housing Authority=s examples of exceptions that prove the 
rule, 25 U.S.C. ' 4139 and 4114(a)(2), illustrate that Congress is well-
aimed when it intends to limit HUD=s authority.  See P. Br. 13-15. 
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Further, HUD implements Congress=s intent by recovering 

overpayments and reallocating according to the formula.  This long-

standing practice is similarly codified in 24 C.F.R. ' 1000.319(b), which 

states that when a recipient is required to return overpaid funds, AHUD 

shall subsequently distribute the funds to all Indian tribes in 

accordance with the next IHBG [Indian Housing Block Grant] Formula 

allocation.@  Formula Stock count errors prevent the distribution of 

funds according to the formula because when one tribe is overfunded, 

less funds remain to be allocated to all other tribes who are thus 

underfunded.  See e.g., SAR 815 (HUD OIG Audit Report).  HUD 

corrects those errors by recovering overpayments and redistributing the 

overpayments through the formula.  ' 1000.319(b).  Therefore, HUD=s 

recoveries of overpayments implements Congress=s directive in ' 4151 

that HUD distribute block grants amongst Indian tribes in accordance 

with the allocation formula.  Accordingly, HUD=s actions do not violate 

NAHASDA or the APA. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should deny Crow Tribal Housing 

Authority=s Motion for Summary Judgment and grant HUD=s Cross-

Motion for Summary Judgment. 

 DATED this 14th day of May, 2012. 
 
 
      MICHAEL W. COTTER 
      United States Attorney 
 
 
      /s/ VICTORIA L. FRANCIS     
      Assistant U.S. Attorney 
      Attorney for Defendants 
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United States Attorney 
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Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Attorney for Defendants 
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